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Misses Lois and Ruth
!son spent Sunday witli
and May Sirr.mgton.

i

of lumber here this week.

For the

Creahery Co. I
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Nathen Marden was taken by
snaprise last Tuesday evening
when a party of his schoolmates
and friends called on him.
They
proceeded ta eriov themselves.
Games were played and refae"sh
ments were had and everyone
went home full of happiness and
cake.

Tuof Walker visited
from Allen this week,

Saa

homestead southeast of town Wed-nesday, R. E. Patten and J. W.
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.f your Patronage Solicited.
L T. McDamel, Agent
San Jon, New
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Preaching Sunday evening by
'
R t MF. DV
same preacher.
C H A M B F RL A S S Co I C H
the
...
Innerlor
Second yuartrly Con'erenc? on
This reme lv bas no
U
m.
a.
U
ft pariy of
at
Psant to
io
Chicken PiC Dinner.
16,
Last Saturdny
counlwandXlH.
Monday, February
, fjlks
at Rocky
All o'icial members of the church take. H coniaius iiofpiitm v"
"
It nhiniM-lir.
. ,ith ... at the church at riarcui n . i"
The ladies of the community
Adv
a!l
northv;cst ot un, find proceeded under the management of the L.M. that hour. Visitors' and those by
There were f I. Club and with the help ot the anywav interebted in the work of
to cjoy thrv.iije.'ves.
local teachers wiil tive a Chicken the church are
cordially invited .to
present ttio Misses Blanch and
The Rev. Ipl 'R. Hicks ' igw
Al.MAVAC.
Esther Griffith, Rose and Lillie Pie Dinnei on Saturday, February the service.
,
Mar- the 14th, from 12 to 2.30 oclork,
Essie
AIand
Yours
Rissw
Pearson,
veiy truly,
The Rev. Irl R. Hicks fy U
to
are
The
Messrs.
proceeds
and
Pastor.
at25cnts.
Mamie
F.cUvard
Pa!H
M, Morton,
tin,
and will be,
manac is now
Writ or. Gri'f.ths, Orvilh' J nton, apply on the School building fund.
for
enly 359mailed prepaid
:
Aftea the dinner the oun
ivtbscribe lor the Sentinel
Andrew Pasn.-- Fanl Mars and
Magazine
fine
Professor licks'
will enjoy a Valentine Paity
Mrs. A. M:;irin.
One year for a Dollar.
Word and Woiks, lor one year,
ia tlie rooms used.
for
and a copv ot this Almanac
The plain les
Ct'HKD ok Liver Chmplaist,
only onr dollar.
n rfO I Holes
is
sons on astronomv.anu mecuueu
Notice.
I was suturing with liver com
.irnths'. bli
F inylsv.', Mrs. T.W.
Iva Smith 01 1 oint
TO PROPER TY OWNERS
says
plaint,1'
,,,,;,,
vd Mrr.. A. L. Eider
and decided to
I will be at lh following places DIiUlk' Jt:as.
a necessity m every.
visited the pri.11.1ry room Monday.
Chamberlain s publications
of
vora
.ttrva - c box
V'A
home in America, bond, to
and am happv to say that
Tablets,
Chas. Pollard of Norton is
.uiUhinLr" Company,'
pose of assessing propjerty:
t Ul
UI1U
I am
Louicompletely cured and can
tending school at San Jon this Pard, . .Thursday, Feb. 19.
Franklin
40:
one
to
them
every
recommend
week.
San Jon, ..Friday and Saturday,
Mo.
For sale bv all dealer
Ireb. 20 and 21, I9UMi?s Lillie P:arS3i and Ulanche
t
M
EMBSSBSCEBasail
Gritliihs
aurday nulit Near Cameron at Mr. T. F. Ray's
i
Eider on hec residence in district No. 47, . .
with Miss A
Monday, Feb. 23, 1014.
claim WLtt of town.
View
Tuesday,
Prairie
Feb. 24, 1914The Ptimruv room will have a
.... Wednesday,
program next Friday for Wash- Puerto, .T.
Feb. 25, 1914.
and
sure
La
ington's birthday.
Norton, Thursday, Feb. 26, 1014.
Fridav, Feb. 27, 1914.
Loyd,
The sevrnili and ei.uth grados
Very respectfully,
Ira J. Priscoe ,
have been having xams m history
Ivi
Tax Assessor, Quay Co.
this wet
I

L. C. Austin made proof on his

j

Si

NSKINI-

Icv.a Dairy Separ-- ;
lieta ujed !;ve nionthf,
ator.
Sunday, February ijfh, mu.
V'm macuine for $45'
(iood as ne
.
to
the
invited
You aie cordially
Also two mares fur sal.-Mtthodist
the
K. L. l'enie.
pecial servios at
The
Church on t!ie above date.
For Sale
.,
program for that day will be as
old
lollows:
10 milch cow?; 4two year,
WJ1
at ii a. I", by Rev.
nrood niare.
heifer?; 14 c!vea:
!G.o. II. Giv.n, Presiding Elder
old
span work mules.
T for this district.
The sermon will mute: colt.
be folowed wilh the Commun;on
LV.uire of J..T.
MeX.
office.'
of the Lords Supper and a colRct- -

I

Master-- , rC.

Last Saturday night a number
R E Mos, arrived from Okla-o- f
the young friends of Lilbe
tQ gtay
, .
...
Daniel met at her home to help,
on
tor a wnue
nis ciaim nurineast
. .
her celebrate her birthday. They
ft)
away
had a great time and pronounce
last fall.
Lillie an excellent young hosress.
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F. M. Hawkins was her fron
Bard Wednesday transacting bu- siness with the land office.

r-l-

I
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Mr. Zeck and family came in
I)r- - Boites has bean in almost
from their claim on the plains yes- ThPu aro Pnroute to corStant attendance upon the baby
Missouri where they will njale of Mr. Lhristy northeast of San
Jon for the past few days. Th.Te
their future home.
is slicht hope of recovery.
We are always glad to have you
hand in items for the paper, but
Mr Sunderland
arrived hTe
we want items for their news val-- , from lia countv Texas, the first

t,,..

ue sniy.
ot tne week to look alter nis prop.
Miss Willie Moyer will resume erty interests.
. PLnennl
.1.. LIJ:..
Clark Mundell shipped a aso.
She
Valley Monday morning.
'ene
this
engine to Tucumcari
been stayinff for the past two
'.
...:.u
t
wfek.
1..
ti
weens al iiciciuju wiin nri aioici
Mrs. Shore's
Mrs. S. T. Shore.
Mr. Cameron, who has been
died
and
sick
was
Sunday visiting his father on the plain?
baby
morning.
for the past week, left Wednesday
for
who
is
A.
E.
returning to Porter, Okla.
Mvso,
working
came
Amarillo Street Car Co.,
the
.
Reports cive Endee a case of
in Saturday nurht to spend a week small
pox., . A lew years ago a re- with parents and friends here.
of
that kind would have caus- ,
port
Under present
Joe Keys, Mr. Wernett, Altxdmuch alarm.
- scientific treatment it is not as
WerRoss
and
Doc
Reed
Aston,
nett were Tucumcari visitors this much to be feared as a cold.
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week'

Mr. F. R. Fry, wt,o has been
here for the past few
Mrs.
and
visiting
White
Mrs. W. L.
left
for home Wednesday
F. K. Fry spent the day Tuesday wetks,
j

visiting with Mrs. C. L. Owen.
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Keward for any case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
P. J. CHENEY

& CO., Tolodo,
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MEALS,
Star Lunch Room,
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Interior
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Miss Stella Zeck and Mr. Sey
mour Helsey were married at the
"

V
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.

...v.
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Cameron last Tuesday. Mr. Hel- sey has a claim in that vicinity
which they will make their future

wu- -

,

teinplating the adding of another!
each month.
They arej
C. A. Arnett was in town from
each
month
service
one
now having
the pajns Thursday.
and at little more expense tney
mav have two.
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Department ofjbe Interior, U. S
ollice at, Tucumcari, N. M,
ns
4th, 1914
February
Department of the Interior U.S.
Not Ice is hereby ulven that James
Land OfHce at TuciimcarJ, N, M. P.
Fertruson of San Jon, New Mexico
February 4th, 191 1.
on Novembnr ;!rr KKW, niacin Or
who.
Notice Is hereby given that Curtis
Homestead Klitry No, 12705 for
iginal
E: Miarpoi San Jon, N. Mex. who
VOU PUBLICATION
07
.

March,

day

..V

Mexico.

-

R. A. rRSKTtcn. Pi;cristcr
ticK, Rogirlwr

trading point of the va'.l'y.
Write for prices, terms and
descriptive literature to

:

HERAT AN GERHARDT,
C. C.

mgr.Tucumcai,

.V.

M.

I

REED, Local Agt., San Jon, N.M.

,ti
i

.Mary IJaker.

School,

Opportunities of today, compared
with those of fifty or a hundred
Ira Stemple.
vearsago,
Heme and its Influences,
Willie Moyer.
The relation cf Church and School
Rev. Morton.

f

j

HEADQUARTERS FOR
STAPLE & FANCY GROCERIES

Royal XXX flour every

sack Guaranteed

;

School arrangements
Mrs. Newbanks.

American Common

School,

......

I. A. Atkin.
My Important Problem,

Supt. E. Pack,
Querry

Box

All, ivho are interested in school

;

lii'own, Ed Leach
U of San Jon N. m-

and is the principal

Am-iifio-

March,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses
Joe Keys,, J. G.
John
J. N, Urown, .less Crecellus, W. T. Ellis, A. Jenkins,
J. Craig all of San Jon "New

AT

MARCH

20th, 1914.

V.

1914,

is Lo-

....

band

ijuii,

JON,

cated About the Center of the Valley,

Asso-

'..

mr aumnwoi
SWi of Sec .". Tvvp. UN, U inue 34
33 Township
N.
Section
quarter,
,,, ed N.M. i' .Merioiai lias n eu nonce o:
Bang.MlC. NMi Meridian, has
notice of intention to make ., ul
Pr00f to establlsl
J
Five year pmof, to estab isb claim
to the land above described, before fore J. T.
White, U. H. Coniiiiissloni
C.Trlckev U. S. CommlssloiuT,
at San Jon, New Mexico, on the mi
ut Grady, N. M., on the 21st day of
1914.
of
jno.

For District Teachers
ciation 10 PK HFI.lt
SAN'

l.tautifully Located Town, and in the

Finest Valley in Iiastorn Juay County, New Mexico,

Program

;f Absalom Welcome Address
siiant. tti Hie appliealbm
y M.. Scrl.il No.
Z. T. McDaniel.
wo
,ltT,r!it liubi,(. ,ae, to
Common
less
in
not
the
School,
ti,., i.i,, i,..,!, ubUL'r. !ut at
History
A.
11
o'clock
;".()
Elder.
at
Addie
than
per aere,
f March, 1!H,
M.. on Ihe LMi.li day
of the Home and
at this cHSce, tlw fallowing tract of
Rev. Masagee.
School
lai:d:
Methods of teaching spelling,
32li , N. M. P. M.
Pelle Johnston.
eiaiinliiL' adversely the
land are advised to Training the pupils to study
J. V. Buck.
or
Hie their claims,
objections, en or
;,,, ,
,.,nf,.,l frirm n.
Gasification, Grading and PromoK. A. I'hkntius, Register
Mrs. Willis.
tion,
1
N. V. GalloKoes, Receiver
added to
be
w
ttxmmmm Should Agriculture
ti"Wif i
wuo.
mimwc
the Curiiculum of the Rural
IE WAKTED TO KNOW

oil March 11th, 10o: made Ilomesteac.

Entry

OFFERS A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY FOR
INVESTMENT.

Charley Atkins with the aid of
Custer and MumbU made proof
on his claim Wednesday.

-

'

SOTICE

Company

Jones, the hotel man, made a
livery drive to Prairie View Wednesday.

SAN ION, the Most

!.)! ;u! ine'H of

,1

San Jon.
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NOTICE!
EVERYRODYI
IJiin your Buggies and Wa (jenerai Land oiucc, under provl- c ui wn.v..
KOns ana cave wh iu itPiintu auu
pur
nl-Man-l2Mb.
..)
Stat.,
'.
Painted and made to look like

1
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r
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Reason Davis left the. first of
the weeek for Hammon Okla.
'J V bwilll,,
"'
WI1CIC I1C Will lai
son. He went throug by wagon,
taking his family with him.
llicturiuuui3ix-iiuii.ut.i-

fil--

if !.
ace 10'tlnvot of tovti.

,

,

Thursday.

111

at-h- as

.

Mrs. II, J. Winans and son, new.
Pearl, of Reveulto visited at the! LUNCHES.
Simington home Wednesday

,

r.

O.

1". J.
unieriiiii'i!, hava known
n'l believe
f'heney for the !"t 15 yenrs.
him perfectly hunoruljlu In nil business
transaction unrt llnan'.'liilly ubl ti tarry
by bis
out any oblixuilotis mmlu COJIMKIK'E.
NATIONAL BANK. OF
Toledo, O.
IntiM nally,
Hall'l Catnrrh Cure Is taken
lilnnd
ami
th
ftln directly upon
surfaced of the nystoni. Testimonials
Sold
bottle.
75
cents
P'T
ent free. Price
ty all DruRirlsts.

it

There has been a few absent
He i going by way of
this wjek on arc unit of mumps.
'
Olustee, Oklahoma, to look at
(Redheads)
some land there, and will go on
from there to his home at Corydon
bnva. Jurs. l'"ry and Mrs. White
NOTICE FOR I't.:?. LIGATION
'elt last night by way of TucumVl'KI) TRACT
cari for Corvdon.
L:i!i:l S i.e,
P; h
mo.-ning-

.i

-

peo-pK-

,

Mrs. Jagfilet I.to a.aliii
home to my mother!
Juliet Sluiy, Maria, is
fi'njiiie nr u tijTai.? ,,

In?;

I'm

work, are cordially invited to attend, bring well filled baskets ai:d
a enjoy the day.'

go-th- at

CcnS9

II

:ilvsy on hmiil
a

X

cDANIELS,

FEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNECTION.

I

S

"
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THICK, GLOSSY IUI3
FREE FROM DAIMUFF

mm m ai
CHILD'S

Atrial Beavtlfy Your Hlr! Msks It
If
(oft. Fluffy and Luxuriant Try

tht

Moist Cloth.

Try ii jros. will, aftsr an appllcitloa
f Danderine, you cannot Bod a slngls
tract of dandruff or falling hair aod
your scalp will not itch, but what will
ptsass you neat, will ba after a few
weeks' una. when you aea Dew bair,
flue and downy at flrat yea but really new aair growing all over tbe
acalp.
A little Danderine Immediately don-le- a
tbe beauty of your bair. No difference bow dull, faded, brittle and
craggy. Just moisten a clotb with
Danderine and carefully draw It
through your bair, taking one small
trand at a time. Tbe effect la Immediate and amazing your bair will
be light, fluffy and wary, and have an
appearance of abundance; an Incomparable luster, softness and luxuriance, tbe beauty and shimmer of true
Air bealth.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'a
Danderine from any store and prove
that your bair la as pretty and soft
a any tbat It has been neglected or
Injured by careleaa treatment that's
U. Adr.
Park for Millionaires.
Plana for tbe transformation at an
Paloa
enormous cost of tbe H.OOO-acrLoa
Verdes
ranch,
overlooking
Angeles harbor and tbe Catalina channel, into one of tbe most magnificent
residential parks la the nation for
American
millionaires, are being
tuade. Frank A. Vanderllp of tbe
National City bank of New ferk and
bis associates recently purchased the
tract for $1,750,000 for thla purpose.
Tbe plana as they now stand promise
to Involve an expenditure of 15,000.-00e

Caught.
John Henry, did you
mall tbat letter?
J. Henry Yea. my dear, I er held
It In my band all the way to tbe mail
kox. I didn't even put it in my pocket.
I remember distinctly, because
Mra. Peck That will do. John
Henry. I gave you no letter to mail.
Judge.

IDE

cross, feverish, constipated,
give "California Syrup
of Figs"

A laxative today sires a sick child
tomorrow. Children simply will not
Uka tbe time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
sour.
Look at tbe tongue, mother! If coated, or your child ia listless, cross, feverish, breath bad. restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or haa aore throat
or any other children'! ailment, civs a
teaspoocful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, becauae It Is
perfectly harmless, and In a few hours
all this constipation poison, sour bils
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and yon have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "Inside cleansing" Is oftimes all
that la necessary. It should be the
first treatment given in any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
bottle of
Ask at the store for a
"California Syrup of Figs," which haa
full directions for bablea, children of
all agea and for grown-up- s
plainly
printed on the bottle. Adv.
nt

Eaay Money.
fool all the people all the
time," announced the Investigator.
"I know It," replied the trust magnate. "There Is plenty of profit ia
fooling half of them half the time."

Tou can't

Extravagance.
Hicks la It true, then, that jroa'xw
living beyond your station?
Wicka Tea; two miles.
X thoughtful person seas nquld blue. IPs
plDch of blue In s larga bottle of water.
Aak for Bad Croaa Ball Blue. Adv.

The sverage man thinks be knows
all about women till he marries one.

Mrs. Peck

Hot Springs
Liver Buttons
Make You Feel Fine

If you want to tone np your liver, jmt
Adventures of a Guide.
btouiach in first-dat- a
shape, drive
your
"What did that hunter shoot while all impurities from tbe bowels,
and feel
lie was up here?"
like a real tighter iu less than a week.
"Me and a deer; both by accident"
et a 25 rent box of HOT bPRlKUS
IVEE BUTTONS
Tou ran eat and digest a hearty meal
to-da-

Coughs and ColcU cannot bold out against
beau Mentholated Cough lropi. A single you will be free from headache, thai
lazy f eling' will go, the ambition tbat
doe gives relief 5c at all Druggists.
you once possessed will return, if you
will use little chocolate coated HOT
High minded people do not have to SFEINUB LIVUll BUTTONS
ftecome airship chauffeurs In order to aa directed.
prove It.
For constipation there ia nothing so
safe, so efficient and so joyfully satisfyPutnam Fadeless Dyes do not stain ing They drive a way pimples, blotches
and aallowness by purifying the blood.
the hands. Adv.
You must aurely pet a box. For free)
Living up to our ideals Isn't re- ' sa in ole write Ii t b mines Chemical Co..
Ark.
sponsible for tbe high cost of living. Hot Springs
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SttZm

AFT

BY FASHION.

I f

SUPPER

HOLD

TO

POCKET

E N T

decorative

A

and

d,i:rty

f
!'"
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r

t

Thsir Coats, In Btauty of Materia ard
Antatlc Cut, Art Almost on a Par
With Thoss Baing Worn by
eam-don
piece of material ia
Thsir Elotra.
at para: e
center no that it forms
may
the
which
into
fliij.er
divisions
By MART I'EAN.
The material is turned
be placed.
The beauty of the coat materials de- over at the top and hemmed down and
signed (or grownups this season has either a thin piece of wood or a piece
bad Its effect upon tbe coata (or small of cane run through. This is done
folk.
in order that tbe pocket will retain its
embossed
the
gorgeous
Naturally
shape when hanging upon the wall.
It is edged throughout with a pink
relvets aod brocades are outside the
on
proviuce of children's clothes, but and white cord carried into loops
the
at
bae,
velvets
of
and
corded
the
and
either
side,
many
again
plain
and silks are used for coata for little where the ends of the cords hang
folks and there are innumerable things downwards and are knotted together
among the soft woollen stuffs tbat are and frayed out into t&Esels.
Tbe openings of tbe pockets are
admirably adapted to the tame puralso edged with aorne of the same pii.k
pose.
Peau de peche, baby lamb cloth, wool and white cord which is arranged in
On
relours, duvtyne, zibiline, ratine, chin- three little loops in the center.
the&e pockets a
of
of
each
the
front
In
all
wool
approprichilla,
corduroy
ate colors make charming little coats simple floral design is embroidered
and along these consisting of a white daisy with a yellight weight, thick low center and leaves In various
and soft woolens shades of green. At the top a loop
are old favorites, of cord Is provided for suspending tbe
eucb as broad- pocket frem a nail in the wall.
Other colors in which this useful
cloth, which never
loses Its popular- article might be carried out are
ity for children's
wear.
Blue, from light
to pastel, sapphire
and navy is always a good color
for the child's
coat F o r t e r y
small girls there
are bewitching little models in light
hliin
hrnsrlrlnth
BroadBlue
Pal.
trlmmed w,th
row bandg of fur
ermine, seal, beaver or skunk. The
little coat shown here .was of light
blue broadcloth trimmed all around
tbe edge with a narrow line of baby
lamb. .There was a turn down collar
of the baby lamb, brightened at the
edge with a touch of rose velvet The
belt at the back and sides was of the
fur and ornamented In front with large
buttons of red velvet Directly in
front there was an Inset belt of the
Aa tht Pocket Appears.
material. There are sapphire blue
blue
linen with white cord and
coats, too, In corded velvet, with tiny pale
collars of fur, and there are exquisite flowers worked in white thread, or
old blues In the plain velvets which pale green linen with pink cord and
pink daisies.
are lovely with touches of dark fur.
Velvet In all tbe dark and medium
Glace Nuts and Fruits.
tones of blue, in black, in browns from
Two cupfuls of granulated sugar,
aand to beige, In warm dark greens
one cupful of boiling water, one
end In many beautiful shades of red.
of cream of tartar, three
Is used for smart little coats and alof
gtanulated sugar,
most invariably is
blanched nuts of any kind. CaramelAn attractive little model In "all ize three
tablespoonfuls of sugar. Add
white was seen rethe boiling water, and, when dissolved,
cently. The coat Is
the remaining sugar and cream of tarof corduroy and
tar. Boll without stirring until the
tbe trimming consirup is absolutely brittle, when dropsists of a narrow
ped In cold water. Remove soucepan
band of coney
from the fire and place in a vessel of
forming the collar
cold water to stop the boiling Instantand edging the left
ly. Then place over boiling water
side of tbe coat at
while dripping. Halves of walnuts or
tbe fastening.
pecans or whole Brazil nuts may be
There Is a girdle
used, or peanuts or filberts may be
of the corduroy-fastenedropped by the teaspoonful on to a
with a
marble slab or paraffin paper. Candied
material
fruits, bits of figs, dates stuffed with
large
buckle. A email
fondant, malaga grapes, Etrawberries
white muff of the
and sections of seedless oranges nia
be dipped. In case Juicy fruits are
coneyaecompanies
the coat, and a. hat
used, they must not be pricked while
of white plush.
dipping, as the juice will spoil the
Of the little parglace. Delineator.
ty frocks for the
small girl It is
Glazed Chintz Shades.
bard to convey
In the country cottage glazed chintz
Is taking the place of plain shades.
any any Impression In print Sim
Made to fit the window and run on an
Ne: and Laea
plicity of line,
ordinary roller, these Ehades are most
0ver
childlike
quality
attractive, tbe light sifting through
and dainty color- - pink Llren; Pink and effectively bringing out the lovend Girdle,
lng are the essen- - Bow
Over these the
ly Chintz patterns.
tlal features of such garments, which white draperies are hung straight or
must be seen to be appreciated.
draped back.

Women from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from all sections
of this great country, no city so large, no village so small
but that some woman has written words of thanks for
health restored by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. No woman who is suffering from the ills peculiar
to her sex should rest until she has given this famous remedy
a trial. Is it not reasonable to believe that what it did for
these women it will do for any sick woman ?

Wonderful Case of Mrs. Stephenson,
on the Pacific Coast.
iNDrraNDENcit, Oheoon." I was sick with what four doctors
called Nervous Prostration, was treated br them for several years,
would I better for a while then back in the old way again. I had
palpitation of the heart very bad, fainting spells, and was so nervous
tbat a ppoon dropping to the floor would nearly kill me, could not
lift the lightest weight without making me pick; in fact was about as
sick and miserable as a person could be. I saw your medicines advertised and thought I would try them, and am so thankful I did for
they helped me at once. I took about a dozen bottles of Lydia E.
I'inkhatn 's Vegetable Compound and also used the Sanative Wash.
Since then I have used them whenever I felt sick. Your remedies
are the only doctor I employ. You are at liberty to publish thia letter." Mrs. W. Btepokkson, Independency Oregon.

A

Grateful Atlantic Coast Woman.
Mb." I feel it a duty I owe

to all suffering women to
tell what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did for me. One
year ago I found myself a terrible sufferer. I had pains in both sides
and such a soreness I could scarcely straighten up at times. My
back ached. I had no appetite and was so nervous I could not sleep,
then I would be so tired mornings that I could scarcely get around.
It seemed almost impossible to move or do a bit of work and I
thought I nover would be any better until I submitted to an operation. I commenced taking Lydia K. Hakham's Vegetable Compound
and soon felt like & new woman. I had no pains, slept well, had good
appetite and was fat and could do almost all my own work for a family of four. I shall always feel that I owe my good bealth to your
medicine." Mrs. IIatwako So wises, Ilodgdon, Maine.
IlonoDON,

For 80 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
fe-

been the standard remedy for
Compound has one
stck with woman's ailments
male Ills. No
does justice to herself If she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
bag restored o many suffering women to health.
a
to LTDIA E.PIIKH AM KEDICT5E CO.
"Write
(COKFIDENTIAL) LTSK, MASS., for advice.
opened, read and answered
Your letter will be
br m Woman and held in strict confidence.
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SCARF WRAP HAS COME BACK
Elaborate and aa Highly Colored aa
Wearer Wishes They Have Been
Given

Warm

Welcome.

Between the mantle and no wrap at
there Is often an uncomfortable
gap that the light transparent scarf
does not fill. This has brought back
the pretty fashion of the scarf wrap,
or, to be more correct, It should be
called a scarf shawl, It is so wide.
Wrapped about the figure It often
looks like a mantle. These scarfs are
generally two and a half yards long
and a yard of more wide. Sometimes
they are the width of the material
used, which may be even as much sa
62 Inches.
Some of the elaborate ones for evening are made of crepe de cblne that
has a printed border on both sides.
These are outlined about the edge
with an ostrich feather band. Others
are of cbarmeuse, lined with a contrasting color of charmeuse or chiffon,
Such acarfs are
plain or flowered.
often striped with marabou and fur, a
finishing band of It across tbe shorter edges.
all

Handy PIscs for Overshoot.
An excellent Idea for teaching the
children "that there is a place for
everything and everything in Its
place," Is to have a strong cretonne
shoebag, with several divisions, hung
on the Inside of the coal room or closet door, conveniently low, so that the
children, as they take off their rubbers
or shoes may place them In 'this bag
and thus save tbe general look of disorder usually found In the children's
room.

LATEST

FASHION

NOTES.

The butterfly Is still dominant.
Hats for little girls are of bonnet
shape.
Scotch plaids are fashionable fot
children.
There Is a revival of ostrich feather
trimming.
Leopard Is the favorite fur for th
motor wrap.
New handbags are of Bilk embroidered with beads.
The high school girl Is wearing thi
tam o'shanter hat.
Flowers for the hair and corsagi
are made of ribbon.
The chrysanthemum Is the favored
flower for corsage wear.
Modified Norfolk suits are being
worn by the older school girls.
All the winter wraps show the upward movement In the draping.
Metal woven tissues continue to attract attention for evening wear.
Ribbons brocaded with
velvei
thistles are among the novelties.
New colors are russet brown, bronze
gray, foster green, and mahogany.
Underwear is daintier than ever.
Never was there so' much silk worn.
A Xew new sweaters of
shelton oi
angors have collars and cuffs of fur.
To Clean Marabou.

Delicate marabou neckpieces and
trimmings may be easily cleaned at
home. Shake the marabou
very carefully In warm soap euds of some
good
white soap. Continue until the water
Is
soiled, and use clean suds vntll the
marabou looks clean. Rinse well.
Hang
In the sun or where the air
will strike
It, and shake occasionally until
dry
Dry as quickly as possible.

SNOW

REALLY

At Church In Holland.
In many parts of Holland men itffl
wear their hats in church. Moreover,
smoking In church is not considered
irreverent by the Dutch when serrles
is not in progress, and, it is said, eves

BLESSING

A

Denver Newspaper Rejoices at the Remarkably Fall of "the Beautiful"
Throughout the State.

the ministers sometimes indulge la
this practice.
Altogether, Dutch Protestantism Is,
It would seem, from s certain standpoint, a comfortable form of religion.
One may keep bis hat on in church,
which saves him many a chill; be may
talk freely and in his natural voice,
not in a whisper; he has a neat housemaid In a white cap and apron to
show him to his pew or to offer him s
chair, and he has nice drab pews of
deal all around him and
palntf-cheerful
pulpit above.

been said before. Let It be
said again. The snow that you swept
from your walks, that sifted down
your collars, that got Into your hair,
your eyeB, your tempers. Is worth a
million dollars to the agriculturists of
Colorado. To the dry farmer who
plows It Into his soil It will bring rewards in a next year's bank account.
Lying in the mountains It will flow
down the ditches to the Irrlgatlonlsts
next season. On ranch, in orchard
and truck garden It means moisture
and money. To tbe city It means
health that always comes from seasonable weather.
Wade through It
with a smile on your lips, shovf-- It
with song In your heart, roll It into
balls and throw at your neighbor with
a laugh and a cheery word. It spells
temporary inconvenience and future
prosperity and a white Christmas for
the public tree that brought all Den-re- r
all Colorado Into that new, better, greater,
bond of
friendship and work Denver Times.

It has

How He Made It Out
Mrs. Jones and Johnny had only a
few minutes aeo boarded the train
when the conductor called for "tick- ets." Mra. Joiit-- immodiatt'ly
pro
duced hers.
"How old is jour boy, madam?"
Quick as a flash Johnny was down
between the teats on his hfad and the
mother replied, "Six years old." As
tils procedure was not understood.
and as Johnny looked too large for
ix years, the conductor Baid, "I did
cot understand you. madam." Johnny
grinned and spoke oat proudly, "Don't
you know that nine turned upside
down It six?'"

A BiLIOUS LIVER
For sick headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and

constipation.
Get a
j

r

box now.

No odds how bad your liver, stomach
or bowels; how much your head
aches, bow miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation. Indigestion, biliousness and sluggiBh bowels
you always get the desired results
with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable.
Taks
Cascarets
put an end to ths
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your Inside organs of all the
bile, gafts and constipated matter
which la producing the misery.
A
box means bealth, happiness and a clear head for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
if you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All stores Bell Cascarets. Don't
forget the children their little
need a cleansing, too. Adv..
10-ce-

the "cubist" art originated with the
American Indian somo 200 years ago.
Among his collection of Indian art,
says American Art News, specimens
in the common figure of the
eagle,
shaped square and totally unlike an
Mending Stiff Felt
eaule, yet Immediately impressing the
Preaks in stiff felt frequently may
observer that It Is one, which, declares be mended
by holding under tbera a
Loue SUr," Is the
height of the lighted match, the beat causing the
"Cubist" art.
shellac for stiffening to melt and run
together.
Just an Accident
Tilll Was ho ever In a
railroad
The man who Is placed on a pedestal must take a certain amount of
J!ll Yes, but he came out aH
pride In his very loneliness.

ltr

"What was
Wo are sometimes accused of not
"He proposed marriage to a girl on listening to reason when we really
a train and she refused him."
hare no reason to listen.
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Indians First "Cubists" (?)
"Lone Star," art instructor In the
United States Indian service, claims
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THE RULING PASSION 8TRONG IN lican convention," replied Captain Nel
to
8UFFRAGISM.
lie. "Everything from
ward workers. It was to be expected
Captain MacManus, master a I ri ga- that they would be quarreling before
tor, retired, glanced carelessly at the the ship was in the clips. It's that
universal sun clock and calendar em- kind of a crowd."
"And whr.t might the cause of the
bedded In the glass roof of the dispatcher's room of the F. C. & A. Aerial row be?" asked MacManus.
"The most serious thing In the
line's New York float The instrument
Indicated that it was five minutes to world," said Miss Sky. "One delegate said that another delegate was
midnight of August 1, 1962.
"Hum," said the captain. "Time for old enough to have been one of the
e
suffragettes. Here! What
the, Western Woman's special to be
Ignaling for cliproora. What's she are you laughing at, Captain Mac
Manus ?"
carrying tonight, Timothy?"
"I was thinking," chuckled the old
"Wait until you see!" said the dispatcher. "Captain Nellie Sky oertain-l- y man; "I was just thinking what a
is bringing home the rare passen- funny world this persists in being in
ger list tonight. Ha! There's her ray spite of the efforts of science to the
working now. What! What's that? contrary. You women never will be
Che's using her wireless phone for a anything but women. Now, look at
long message. Something wrong, I me; when anybody says to me, 'Captain MacManus, you're old enough to
guess."
the days of the suffraThe dispatcher sprang to the glass remember
cabinet, where the leaping signal rays gettes,' I'm proud to say: 'Right you
tad spelled out the news of the com- are.' But when one of you says the
ing of the Western Woman's special, same to another, there's a battle in the
end thrust his bead Into the rubber-protecte-d tearoom and you have to put someglaw receiving bood. Two body under arrest. Now, why is that,
minutes later he stepped out and Captain Nellie; can you tell me?"
hook his head.
Captain Sky sniffed.
"Such conversation is too old fash'
"Those western girls certainly do
cut up when they come east on a toned to resent, Captain MacManus.1
Junket." he said. "Rafferty," he said she said. "But for your benefit I will
to an assistant, "notify our woman explain that the thoroughly modern
chief of police to have two officers woman does not get angry when reficre to meet the Woman's special. minded of her age. On the contrary
Two passengers are under arrest, and she considers It a compliment. There
are a few women left, however, who
further disorder threatening."
MacManus. persist in allowing the old influence
"Great Scott!" said
What's been happening on board the and prejudices of sex influence them
It happened to be one of these that
pedal?"
"Oh, the same old stuff. Always started the trouble aboard the special
disorder on these woman Junkets. Row As for us the modern women you re
In the tearoom, as usual. Captain ridiculous, Captain MacManus."
"Then you admit, Captain Nellie,
Nellie phones me that she's got two
of thera locked in their cabins and that you yourself are old enough to
predicts a row when they land on the remember the days of the suffra
Coat. Here she comes now."
gettes?" asked MacManus.
"What! Sir, how dare you!" cried
Out of the darkness of midnight a
old-tim-

plutr-KlHM-

flood of light broke upon the fioat.and

turned night into day. Instantly a
clip on the port side opened its great
Iron arms, and a second later, out of
nowhere, the Western Woman s spe- lal, whose dainty pink hull had trav
eled from San Francisco to New York
4n 40 hours, came fluttering down with
in its movements,
omelhlng bird-likand settled into its berth with a gentle
that sounded
exhaust of ballast-ga- s
sigh.
like a contented, lady-lik- e
An electrical current blazed slight
ly as it broke out the hermetic seals,
a curved glass door slid open in the
t,
and out stepped a masterly woman, whose square Jaw and air
of command, without the assistance of
her delicately embroidered pink uniform, would have sufficed to mark
her for the vessel's captain.
"Short circuit my signal rays!" she
(exploded, saluting her senior, Captain
"I certainly have had a
MacManus.
rip that Is almost enough to make a
fellow wish that she was back In the
old days, when she could have stayed
quietly at home and let some man do
this kind of work. Almost, but' not
quite. If there ever was a list of passengers calculated to make a single
woman want to give up her right to
vote by refusing to work, this Is the
one. Why, the tearoom, hasn't been
quiet a minute since we left the Mississippi. It's been an orgy for fair."
"Who are the fair ladles who bare
been so er so lively?" asked Captain MacManus.
"Delegates to the Woman's Repub- e

pilot-turre-

Mlss Sky.

that

I"

because."

I'll have

Cup uln Mac.Miinus
glnmed mischievously out of the corners of his
eye at the Western Woman's special
waiting In her clip for the captain's
signal to open the glass hatches. At
the liner's windows women might be
seen clamoring to be allowed to land.
Captain Nellie Sky heeded not.
"Well," said MacManus. "It was in
this way: Women were the most
grasping beings that you could imagine in those days. They had acquired
all the world but the ballot. They ran
the whole world. Stores were run
wholly for their trade; plays were
manufactured with the single eye to
pleasing their tastes; books were written and Illustrated for their entertainment; and so on down the whole
list of everything except the ballot.
That was man's last stronghold. He
controlled that, and through that kept
himself deceived Into believing that
he ran the world. He bung onto It for
dear life; the ballot and his pants
were the things he would not give up.
"But the women had set their minds
on having it. First they made speeches demanding it. Then they wrote
books demanding It After that there
were parades. 'No,' said the men.
'You're not fit to vote.' Then the window breaking began. 'Why do you do
It?' asked the men. 'Because,' says
the women. 'Because why?' said the
men. 'Just because,' said the women and heaved some more stones, to
show how fit they were. Then the men
got scared and put the throwers in
Jail. 'Ah!' says the women, 'we've got
them at last They can't stand to
have their plate glass fronts smashed
in. Sisters, arm and break some windows.'
"Pretty soon it got so that all the
women were breaking windows. 'Good
morning,' says one to the other, have
you smashed any store fronts?' 'Not
yet,' says the other. "They're all
broken up my way; I'm waiting for
new ones to be put In.'
"No man's window was safe in those
days. They smashed the glazed dooi
of Morgan's private office. Gentlemen
sitting down for a quiet little game
in their Fifth avenue clubs bad a
brick come flying in through their
sacred windows. Nothing was sacred.
The world was threatened with glass-leswindows. It would have meant
the world's end. The world was all
business then, and most business wai
done on a front, and you can't have a
front without glass, and there yot
are.
" 'Will you be nice and stop breaking glass if we let you vote?' says the
men.
" 'We'll stop breaking windows,' said
the women. 'That's all we'll prom
ise.'
"'You're always nice, except foi
that,' said the men, not being such
fools as the historians of these dayi
would make out
" 'Well, if you say so, of course ,'
says the women; and then the men lei
them have their votes, and the plat
glass war came to a happy end.
"And afterwards the men found how
Sclent
they had been double-crosselsts began to investigate why the
women had taken to breaking glass,
instead of something else. Their dis
coveries showed the sublety of wom
ankind compared to the simple mind
of man. The more broken glass there
was the cheaper, became those little
s
that women can't get
along without even today, so the dear
ladies were really killing two birds
with the same stones."
"Huh!" sniffed Captain Nellie. "1
don't believe that at all. Women
never were such slaves to the mirror
as all that."
"No?" said Captain MacManus. "By
the way, Captain Nellie, how did that
dab of machine oil come on your
nose, and what makes your hair hang
down so funny?"
Captain Nellie dashed to a mirror
that hung on the float.
"And by the way, Captain Nellie,'1
persisted the old man, "your passen
gers have been waiting to disembark
for fifteen minutes."
"Well, they'll have to wait some
more," muttered Captain Nellie, dab
blng with a powder rag. "I simply
look a perfect fright."
(Copyright, by W. O. Chanman.

Railroad Through tho Air

In sn fffirt to counterfeit the pule
lnter the
('auciMlun
ri"iiuty of thi-lKonit n of the Mania trilie of the
roUmy ( Lfturefixo Marque.
South Kent Africa, hav Invented n
sort of face paste which, when applied to tho human countenance and
allowed to dry, aFMume
tlte appearance of a fine, white enamel. This
pasta when allowed to set properly
Is

perfectly waterproof and very Slag-ti- c
as it adjusts itself without cracking to the flexing of the facial rn uncles. One coat of the cosmetic when
expertly applied will retain its pristine purity for a month or more. Although the materials from which the
enamel is compounded are well known
and easily obtainable throughout the
region the art of mixing them is
known only to a few old women of
tho Macua people. These Ingredients
Include a certain variety of white and
very hard wood which, when rubbed
upon a block of pumice stone with a
small amount of "ant" oil, produces
a whitish mixture which is the base
of the enamel. This mixture must be
put through a number of secret processes before It Is ready for use.
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A marvel of engineering Is this ntw monorail line, suspended In midair,
between Elberfleld and Barmen, Germany. The tracks of this railroad have
steel
their roadbed in the air, suspended by very wide inverted
its
truck
wheels
Is
along
The
running
train
by
electricity,
operated
girders.
this single track. An alarming rate of speed is attained by the train.
American tourista visiting this section of the country find great pleasure In
riding on this line, which winds its way along the Wupper river. .

TESTING

s

In exploring the Eket district of Nigeria, East Africa, P. Amaury Talbot
found many ceremonies and customs
that seem to have come down unchanged from the time of the Pharaohs. He discovered a secret society
bearing the name Ekkpo NJawhaw
(ghosts the destroyers) whose Juju
is Iblrl Bong. To invoke the aid of
this terrible spirit against an enemy,
one must pluck a leaf and call upon
the name of the Juju and that of the
man to be Injured. The offering must
then be flung into creek or stream that
it may be borne into the Holy bay.
Directly it reaches the shrine the Juju
will lie in wait to drag to death the
one against whom his aid has been
Invoked.

BORING CLAM OF PACIFIC
The phola, or boring clam of the
northwesf coast, Is one of the most
curious creatures known to science.
Although almost universally known as
the "rock oyster," the bivalve is a
member of the clam family and makes
Its home In rocks of varying hardness that are covered by the sea except at very low tide.
The creature begins boring Into the
ledges when very minute, using its
sharp shell as a rasp. The shell is
replaced by secretions as fast as worn
away. When It penetrates the rock
about six Inches, it ceases from its
labors. Its nourishment is obtained
from the infusoria swarming in salt
The phola Is considered a
water.
great delicacy by epicures and Is In
demand at the summer resorts along
the coast. In many localities the
clams are blasted from the ledges
with dynamite. Lately quite a trade
has developed on Puget sound for the
clams, which are found In great profusion on the shores of the inland
sea. They are shipped to many railroad centers.

PRECIOUS

STONES BRITISH

COLUMBIA

FORESTS

The forests in British Columbia are
a part of the few great bodies of commercial timber not yet materially reduced by destructive lumbermen, and,
with the exception of Siberia, Brazil,
and the Northwestern United States,
the timber wealth of British Columbia is unparalleled In any other country, since it contains not less than
100,000.000 acres of forest land. At
the present rate of cutting, making
no allowance for annual growth, it
would take nearly 250 years to use up
merely the mature timber now standing; the annual growth of the forests
in even now, though they are not yet
adequately protected against fire and
waste, not less than five times the
There is,
present annual cutting.
however, need for a prudent policy of
forest realization and protection, Including the formation of forest reserves in such areas as are unsuited
for agricultural use.

Can you tell a real diamond from
an Imitation? Genuine diamonds can
best be recognized by their hardness
and high reflective power. The diamond stays brilliant because it is
hard and imitations become scratchFor an
ed and dulled by friction.
experienced eye it is not difficult to
decide from the appearance of the
faces whether a stone is genuine or
not for those of real diamonds are
seldom so regular as those of fine imitations. With the latter the greatest
care is taken, in Grinding, to smooth
and polish not only the faces, but
also the whole form into such a shape
as to avoid differences in the reflection, refraction and scattering of the
rays.
In the grinding and polishing of real
brilliants, on the other hand, effort is
made to keep the original size as nearly as possible, and some little Irregularities In tho faces and angles are preferred to any diminution in weight In
the imitations the superfluity of cheap
material which may be wasted without making any difference enables a
perfect counterfeit to be made.
A necessary tool for testing Is the
file, which is not able to injure or
scratch a real diamond, while on an
imitation it quickly makes its mark.
Better than the file is a fragment of
sapphire, because the sapphire is the
next hardest stone to the diamond.
Any stone that can be scratched with
a sapphire is surely no diamond. If
a small drop of water Is placed on
the upper face of a brilliant and touch
ed with a pointed pencil, the drop will
keep Its rounded form., while the stone
remains clean and dry. If the same
is done to a glass imitation, the drop
A diamond
spreads out at once
plunged into water will be plainly visible and will glitter through the liquid,
while an imitation stone is almost
invisible
If a person looks through a diamond, as through a bit of glass, at
a black dot on a sheet of white paper,
one single point will be seen clearly
If several points appear, or a blur la
seen, it is an imitation.
The white sapphire, the white topaz,
and rock crystal are commonly sold as
diamonds, but more often Imitations
are made of glass. To recognize these
glass imitations, treatment with acids
is also recommended, which remove
the polish on the faces, while it does
not affect the diamond, ruby, sapphire
or emerald. However, an Imitation
made of glass yields to the hardness
test, so that a chemical test is super-

The women of the republic of Paraguay, South America, are famed for
their skill in lace making. The design
of the handkerchief here illustrated
Is adapted from the webs spun in the
trees by certain spiders of that coun-

fluous.

try.

COPIED

FROM

SPIDER

WEB

MUSHROOMS IN QUARRIES

you know, sir,

Found a Way to Illumine the Camp.
"Get your tent up," said Heine Glaman to his fellow hunters the other
night, according to the Wellington
News, "and I'll furnish the light."
When the tent was up he ran his auto
up close, ran a line of wire into it
from the machine and turned the
switch. It made a brilliant light foi
the tent and made the ensuing game
of "pitch" much more pleasant. The
insinuated"
light would have run for many nights
"No, I'm not; not a bit of it."
without recharging the battery, and if
"Then why did you want your words there had
been any weakening it
to be harsh?"
would have been necessary to start
Captain Sky tossed her head.
up the engine and run for a short
"Because," she said, "That's why
time to recharge it Something you
because."
didn't know before, isn't it? Kansas
"The same old reason," murmured
Star.
City
old MacManus, "the same reason they
used to give before they could vote."
Population of Earth.
"Can you really remember those
The population of the entire earth
days?" asked the determined alrlgator-ine- .
"No; I'm not curious, not a bit is around 1,600,000,000 one thousand
six hundred millions. Of this number
of It; but can you really?"
"I can. It was in the days of my Asia has over half, 850,000,000; Africa,
war, as the 127,000,000; North America, 120,000,-00youth that the plate-glas- s
South America, 45,000,000; Ausstruggle in which women won the
right to vote has since became known, tralia, 5,000,000; Europe, 380,000,000;
There are no
was being fought. I saw those stir- polar regions, 300,000.
means of estimating the Increase of
ring days."
Captain Sky clasped her hands and the earth's population, owing to the
beamed.
paucity of statistics and the compara"How perfectly thrilling, Captain tively recent date at which any sort
of statistics were possible. But it is
MacManus!" she cried.
"Do tell me about it, please. Oh, to safe to say that from now on, owing
have been one of those early heroes! to the spread of science, the human
What a glorious existence was theirs. increase will be greater than ever beNow now there's nothing left for fore.
"Ho!

OF THE MACUAS

,

war?"

hand-mirror-

"Because," she said, "that's why

COSMETIC

SENTINEL

That you are not over
thirty-five- ,
eh? I know, captain; I
was Just trying you out."
"You're a horrid old wretch!" said
the indignant ofneeress. "I think
you're real mean."
"Those are harsh words, Captain
Nellie."
"I want them to be harsh."
"Then you are indignant because I
Ho!

-

0;

In France, mushrooms are cultivated

Kakko Dancers of Japan

In subterranean quarries at a depth I
of 60 to 200 feet from the earth's surface. These quarries have been found
extremely profitable In this connection, owing partly 'o their equable

temperature and their freedom from
draughts, provision being made, however, for their proper ventilation. The
beds are formed of manure, covered
with about an Inch of fine, white,
atony soil, in which the spawn or
mycelium Is Introduced at a depth of
a few Inches, and In rows eight to
ten inches apart. The length of the
beds Is variable, and in general they
are approximately 20 to 25 inches
wide and of the same height.
ANOTHER LEANING TOWER
Pisa is not the only place to pos
sess a leaning tower. At Etampes,
France, there is one which dates back
to the sixteenth century. Recently
it was thought that this tower was
leaning too much, and an expert inThe ex
vestigation was ordered.
perts have come to the conclusion that
the position of the tower has not al
tered by a millimeter during the past
three centuries. Cardinal Richelieu
had the tower examined In 1639, and
a comparison of the figures then ar
rived at with those of the present ex
perts shows r.o difference that can
be measured by scientific

rs

Of...

Ossplte tht modernization of Japan, there still survive In the villages
many curious eld customs, among these being the Kakko dance. The parade
of the dancers Is here ahown. The two men leading carry paper lanterns, for
the dance was originally a nocturnal affair. After them follow the perform
era, most of them wearing peculiar hata that cover both
carrying small drama.
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HEALTH
GOOD DIGESTION AND GOOD

Are you really "acquainted"
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with them?
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Are you in "daily" touch
with a keen appetite?
Do you know the pleasure of
eating without distress?

iu wit

you crave the unuaual It may be
anrnnntureil n Smith Amprlca aS
But before
In few other lands.
visiting that part of the world make
sure you are well supplied with
money and in a mood to put up
with more or less discomfort and
inconvenience; for the exceptional
will be your portion In this line
ar well as in others," says Frederic
S. Isham, author and globe trotter,
In the Detroit Free Press.
"South America Is a land of magnificent distances, also of surprises, some of which are not
welcome, although on the whole it Is a very
interesting part of the world," said Mr. Isham, recounting some of the experiences that befell them
on the trip. "You are constantly running on to
the unexpected, so that there Is no danger of being wearied by lack of variety.
"We met one man who has the most trying
position of which I know. He's an American
a big, broad shouldered, athletic chap, with the
d
polish of a university man and the breezy
manner of a true westerner.
"He is an engineer, and It Is his duty to see
that the Chilean division of the
railroad Is kept free from land and snow slides.
"That doesn't sound so bad, does It, because
you can have no conception of what It means unless you have seen the country. The Trans-Andearailroad is a third-rai- l
system in the strictest
ense of the word. That third rail is located between the narrow gauge strips of steel on which
the cars travel, and Is a cogged affair Into which
teeth on the driving wheels of the locomotive
slip, giving sufficient grip to pull the heavy trains
up the almost perpendicular course.
"On the Chilean side of the Andes It is a case
of climbing almost every foot of the way, and at
times it seems as though the locomotive must fall
.backward on the cars that follow.
"This chap lives in a little stone house close by
Inca lake, in the Andes, 12,000 feet above sea
level. He has a gang of natives under him, and at
certain seasons of the year they are kept on the
jump battling with snow slides, which bury the
tracks so deep that it requires days of the hardest kind of work to clear them.
"Then the mountains have 'a playful habit of
casting off a good big slice of rock and dirt, which
comes tumbling down across the tracks and puts
ad end to travel until It has been removed.
"Sometimes these pranks result seriously, and
there's many a lonely grave along the right of way
to Indicate the last resting place of some poor
section man who was buried beneath a slide. Last
winter a few square acres of snow and rock and
Ice came crashing down on a crew that were endeavoring to clear the tracks. Part of them escaped untouched and immediately began digging
out their fellow workers. At the end of 20 hours
they came upon a sorry figure a battered section
nian who had borne the full brunt of the slide.
"And what do you think he did when they
pulled him out, more dead than alive? Iterated
them for leaving him buried so long.
" 'You're a fine lot,' he stormed, 'why, you left
jne In there two hours. It wasn't your fault that
I didn't die.'
n
"And the hands on the clock had started
their third round trip since the slide went over
'
him!
"The place this engineer calls home Is one of
tlie most Godforsaken spots 1 ever saw. They
try to keep the road open the year round, but
there are three of four months every winter when
trains are few and far between, and the district
is virtually cut off from the outside world.
"The scenery along the route Is Impressive
ftut somehow I didn't envy this particular American his Job.
"Crossing the crest of the Andes and getting
down to the Argentine plains you strike one of the
widest gauge railroads la the world. Service on
the line is not so bad in some respects.
"They have single and double compartment
cars for male and female passengers. It was my
ill fortune to draw a seat in a double compartment with three Spaniards. Now, they are not
seexactly the traveling companions you would
ride across the plains, a journey
lect for a
that is trying under the most favorable conditions.
"They are passionately fond of onions of a particularly rack variety. Without exception they
amoke cigarettes that make burning rubber reminiscent of attar of roses. Most of them are affected with bronchial trouble. They detest fresh
air. Also they never have acquired a liking for a
cold plunge before breakfast or a bath any other
time, for that matter. When I was ready to enter
the train three of the most disreputable representatives of their specieB were settled comfortably in the compartment. Delightful prospect.
"Just about that time I had the good fortune to
run Into an American engineer who was on his
way to Buenos Aires. He had the same luck as
unwashed In his compartment
Ithree of the
he was able to talk some Spanish.
" 'Let's bribe the guard and see if we can't get a
compartment to ourselves,' I suggested.
d
"No sooner said than tried. Presently my
We
our
had
train
with
back.
came
friend
a virtuous guard. Offered five dollars to effect
the desired change, he spurned the tender with a
fine display of indignation. He could not be hired
for such a paltry sum. But for ten dollars be
would throw the dirty rascals out, bag and baggage.
"Gladly I contributed the other half of the bribe.
Boon baggage began to fly out on the platform,
followed by a Jabbering trio, who made the Argentine air blue with picturesque profanity at
ejectment
they protested against this summary
"They produced tickets to show they were
entitled to seata in this particular compartment.
The guard, in his most imperious manner, informed them that he cared not what their tickets
called for. Did not be have the official chart of
"fc.
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Is your liver active and the
bowels regular?

If you cannot truly answer
" Yes," you should try

BOSTETTER'S
Stomach Sifters

ex-tct- ly
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the train? And did it not
that this particular
compartment belonged to
the two distinguished AmerOut with
ican travelers?
such dogs as they. And out
they went
"I never learned what became of them. The next
morning when we left the
train at Buenos Aires three
Spaniards
looking
ugly
glared at us as they trudged
by with their baggage but
we cared not. All the way
across the plains we had a
compartment to ourselves, a
double portion of bedding
and every attention that
the guard could bestow upshow

on us.

IT WILL HELP

YOU

BACK

TO HEALTH.

START

TODAY

Helping the Editor.
Wright It seems to be getting
harder work for the newspaper man
Invention Said to Guarantee Every
the time.
all
Shot a Bullseye, Even in
Penman Oh, 1 don't know about
Dark.
the
that. I see that ball bearing scissor
been patented by an Ohio
have
Charles Pechard, a police official of
attachment
an
Paris, has invented
that enables one to shoot a revolver
,
Same Here.
more accurately In the dark than in
"Do you object to the income tax?"
IndeYork
broad daylight, the New
"No, I only wish I had occasion to."
pendent states.
Boston Transcript.
This attachment consists of a metala
end
and
lic tube with a lens at one
Mrs.WlnsIow's Soothing Syrup for Chlldrem
tiny electric lamp at the other. By teething, softens the gum, reduces
means of mirrors the light is directed
paln.curea wind coitc.iSc a, botlleJUr
out through the lens as a slender cone,
On way to make a woman happy
and Is sufficiently strong at a distance
Is
to envy her.
all
four
rods
pursome
for
of
practical
poses. In the middle of the illuminated field there is a small dark spot
which coincides with the line of the
BUNDS RttiOE
bullet's flight. This enables the inexto
a
selected
shooter
hit
perienced
was the yield of WHEAT
"So far as I could discover there had been no part of the burglar's anatomy with
on many farms in
appreciable decrease in the national debt from more certainty than he could display
Western Canada in
the government's share of the profits. It makes in ordinary target practice.
1913, tome yield
vast sums of money but everything above the
s
is
The electric current
being reported w
supplied by
50 biuhela
high
enterInto
8
the
j small dry battery or a storage battery,
per cent, goes back
stipulated
high
per100acre. A were
bushels
as
which the officer can carry in his
prise.
aome
in
recorded
"Evidently spending these earning so they will pocket or which the defender of the
districts for oats.
60 buahela for barley and
not fall Into the hands of the government is a home can place under his pillow. The
10
20 bus. for ilea.
from
to
strenuous job and calls for no little ingenuity. light tube can be attached to an ordl- J. Keys arrived in the
There are gutters alongside the tracks to carry nary pistol, and it may be used as a
country 5 years ago from
Denmark with very little
These are paved with small sec- flash with peaceful intent or merely
off. the water.
means. He homesteaded,
tions of stone, laid with mosaic precision. This as a show of force.
worked hard, is now the
owner of 320 acres of land.
feature alone, wholly unnecessary, must have cost
in 1913 had a crop of ZUu
a vast amount. And everything else is on the
Dummies Arrested.
acres, which will realize him
nhnnt S4.000. His wheat
same extravagant scale.
Dummies used by a Patlie director
weiohad 68 lbs. to t he bushel
"To crowd more thrills into a given le'ngth of in an auto wreck at South Biver, N. J.,
and averanedoverS5 bushels
to the acre.
time than you would have thought possible it la had the distinction of being shot at
Thousands of similar in
only necessary to hire a taxicab in Rio Janeiro. and arrested by Chief of Police
stances nniiht be related of the
homesteaders
in Manitoba, oa
Here dare devillsm finds its highest expression in
acfl
of that place recently,
1 katchewan and Alberta.
the way the drivers of motor cars tear around.
cording to a New Brunswick newsThe crop of 1913 was an abun- "The drivers have a union of their own and paper. The dummies, when not in
dint one everywhere m Western
Canada.
they dictate things to suit themselves. When- use, were placed In the store room of
Ask for descriptive literature and
ever one of them hits a pedestrian he throws on the Washington hotel. Some jokers
reduced railway rates. Apply to
more power and races off, never waiting to see told the chief that some men were
Superintendent of Immigration,
whether or not he killed his victim. And they hit stealing cigars from the store room
Ottawa, Canada, or
them with frightful frequency. Every day the and when he arrived and saw the
Q. A. COOK.
12$ W. ltd STREET, KANSAS Sin. MO.
newspapers publish a brief summary of accidents dim figures in the dark-neshe called
of this nature, and I should say the average was upon them repeatedly to surrender.
Canadian Government Agent
around 20."
Receiving no answer he blazed away
at them several times before he discovered the Joke.
MAKES

AIM ALMOST CERTAIN

ln(lamm-tion.alla-

"Even then there was
sufficient discomfort. The
rain came down In torrents
throughout the entire trip.
The roofs to the coaches
leaked like a sieve, and
some of the passengers who
were fortunate enough to
possess such an article
found It expedient to sit under an umbrella. The
dining car had a couple of inches of water on the
floor and we found it necessary to wear rubbers
when going In to our meals.
"Buenos Aires Is an interesting seaport with
a wonderful waterfront and dock system. However, it is in some respects one of the deadest
places imaginable.
"No respectable woman of the country is to be
found In the innumerable cafes of an evening, for
the reason that she would not be safe from insult. The only place of amusement where the
young women of the city can go is the opera
house, and this has only a brief season.
construction and
"As an example of
equipment the railroad which runs from Santos to
It is
Sao Paulo, in Brazil, commands attention.
doubtful if there is anything more complete anywhere on earth. The road is only 25 miles long,
but so far as I could discover the only thing they
overlooked in their endeavors to outstrip all others was to gild the telegraph poles and to use gold
wires.
"The road impressed me so that I made some
lavinquiries, and discovered the reason for this
ish expenditure. It seems that one of the terms
under which the concession was granted was that
all profits above 8 per cent were to go to the

CO-OPERATION

In common with many of the prophets of Bible
over
times, Ahijah, the man who placed Jereboam
the ten tribes of Israel, was a rural man, W. A.
Lippincott writes in the Kansas Industrialist.
Elijah, who outwitted the brilliant and scheming
Queen Jezebel, went about preaching in his shepherd's ciantel and carrying the shepherd's staff,
as though proud of his country origin. Of Elisha,
his successor, we are told that at the time when
Elijah offered him a Job as his helper he was
plowing with 12 yoke of oxen. The fact that this
is recorded we would interpret to mean that he
was considered a skillful teamster.
When Saul first comes to our attention in the
Old Testament, he was out on the range looking
for his father's asses that had broken away from
the picket or escaped the wrangler. Later we find
him coming after the herd out of the field. David
was a red headed farm boy called from his keeping the sheep to have Judge Samuel pass compliments upon him to his father and point out the
great possibilities he saw in the boy.
The problems which confronted the people of
the Old Testament and the questions involved in
current legislation have Just as modern a ring as
has the eminent and great. One of the problems
which they had solved and which we have not
was that of
among farmers. Another
was the question of concentration in the ownership of land with its attendant evil, the absentee
landlord.
You will not find the the subject of
discussed as such in the Old Testament, perhaps,
but you will And it put into practice.
So far as can be learned, there were no Isolated
farm houses where single families lived alone. As
a general thing, a number of more or less related
families united in forming a rural village. These
were not cities in any sense, nor even small towns,
but little hamlets set in the midst of the fields and
hills. The country districts were dotted with
these tiny villages, and we find constant reference
to them throughout the Old and New Testaments.
Every morning the men went out to1 the fields to
wcrk and at night they came bank to the village
for shelter.
The reason for this gathering into villages was
that the farmers were under the necessity of cooperating against the attacks of enemies from the
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IN BIBLE TIMES
desert and the surrounding countries. They cooperated just as the sturdy pioneers of our own
in the use of the
early colonial days
stockade because they had to. And the trend
of the times seems to be that the farmers of today
more and more for the same
are
reason because they find they have to.
now as much as
It's a case of
It was in Bible or early colonial times. The enemy
Is not the same, save In the characteristic of being a common enemy. Then the necessity was
military; now It Is economic and social, but it la
just as real.
And there are those who have studied this question deeply, who feel very certain that the time
will come whn the American farmers will again
be gathered into farm villages, as the farmers of
Germany have already gathered, under the pressure of economic necessity and as a part of
broad program of
HERE'S
'

THE SIMPLE

LIFE.

The south for years was rich hunting ground for
the lover of the picturesque, but changes both
numerous and rapid have occurred there in recent
years. The old negro types of the cotton fields are
no more. The log cabins, the pine groves, even
the stately plantation mansions, recalling the
flowery days of "befo' de wah," are passing away.
Fortunately for those who enjoy seeing life as it Is
lived where there is a real attachment to the
soil, the French section of Canada is left us.
Here along the lower St. Lawrence river one may
find conditions exactly as they were a century ago.
Here the "one-hos- s
shay," the pride of colonial
days, is making its last stand. In the fields women may be seen cutting grain with sickles than
which there is no implement more primitive. The
people of the hamlets live and work as did their
great grandparents. Picture to yourself a place
where spinning is still an everyday task! I have
at in these simple homes, watching deft fingers
at the spinning wheels and listening to their
whirring sound that Is like the hum or bees. It
was in one of these old Interiors that I photographed Grand'mere Trudeau. She sits looking
from her cabin across the river, thinking of a sod
at sea. Christian Herald.

That Was Her Business.
"How did that manicure ever
to marry that old millionaire?"
"She just nailed him, I guess."
John Tyler was a member of Hie
Virginia legislature at 21 and a con-

gressman at

26.

SKIN CLEARED.
By Simple Change

In Food.

It has been said by a physician that
most diseases are the result of indiWhy Suffer From
gestion.
There's undoubtedly much truth in
Neuralgia. Rheumatism
the statement, even to the cause of
Hunt's Lightning Oil quickly relieves
many unsightly eruptions, which many the pain. The
Hurting and Aching stop
can
be
removed by applying almost instantly. A truly wonderful remedy
suppose
some remedy on the outside.
for those who suffer. It is astonishing how
By changing her food a Kan. girl the paia fades away the moment Hunt'a
was relieved of an eczema which was Lightning1 Oil comes in contact with it
a great annoyance to her. She writes: So many people are praising it, that yon
can no lonRer doubt. For Cuts, Burns,
"For five months I was suffering Bruises
and
it is simply fine. All
with an eruption on my face and dealers sell Sprains
Hunt's Lightning1 Oil in
hands which our doctor called eczema 25 and 50 cent bottles or
by mail from
and which caused me a great deal of
B. Richards Medicine Co.
Inconvenience.
The suffering was alSherman
most unbearable.
Texas
"The medicine I took only gave me
temporary relief. One day I happened
to read somewhere that eczema wad
caused by Indigestion.
Then I read
that many persons had been relieved
a. Hkv.l a'aiiM,
of Indigestion by eating Grape-NutmttkSKj
aaVII
uirisfiLu, t?
"I decided to try it I liked the
DwUnU ran. HMh, W
KS
buMUM lata. 1"
taste of the food and was
gllmtafvi
particularly
pleased to notice that my digestion
was Improving and that the
eruption FREE TO ALL
was disappearing as if by
SUFFERERS.
magic. I
BLuas"
DOWa'or'OUTIHK
ouu"llf
had at last found, In this
from
siirrm
kiunst.
great food, rBn.lPiw.i..... bladdi. muvoiis diuuu.
siurriONt.rii.ea.
"""aas.saia
that
i.
reached my trouble.
something
TMI1
IMSTSUCTIVaJ
0
2.I,V.,
!,
"When I find a victim of this afflicW'"N.IT TELLS 4LL .boat MM
tion I remember my own former suffering and advise a trial of Grape-Nu"u 0WN ll"rt. Don't Mn4 coal.
food Instead of medicines."
a hJ, .
Name given by Postum Co., Battle Hsu. co, HAvtKsroc kd. HAursraAU. Loircow. Kmo.
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well,
ville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
. Coo,!, Bjtti.. TuutOooa. V
Ever rrad lb above
A
one appear from time letter'
In Unit. B014 D. DrauMt.
to time. Trier
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OF PASTURING SHELTER F07,

Result of Experiments With
age Crops for Swine.

i.

For-

EARLY

ralan unrlv rhlrka un
a place to properly
care ror tnem. it is a waste or time
Alfalfa Provtd to Be Moat Satisfac- and money. A good many think if
they can hatch the chicks, brooding
tory at tho Iowa Station, furnish-in- g
thorn la a. small matt nr. Such ill not
Pasture Moat Constantly of
the case. Brooding the early cbicka
All Cropa Triad.
successfully is a subject tnat needs
morn attention than is usually riven
AgDakota
North
C.
PALMER.
W.
(By
it Hatching early chicks Is compar
ricultural College.)
The profits In hog raising; come atively easy.
Tn artificially brood the early
largely through pasturing. The Iowa
136 batched chicks successfully, warm,
No.
In
bulletin
station
experiment
reports the result of experiments with
forage crops for swine. It was found
that the profits from grazing an acre
of alfalfa in 1911 was. with corn at 50
cents and hogs selling at five cents,
$65.99; hogs, at six cents, $97.09. The
cost per 100 pounds of pork was but
$2.88. In 1909, the profit was $23.32
with hogs at five cents, and $46.39
when hogs sold at six cents.
In 1909, clover when grazed with
hogs retruned a profit of $32.34, hogs
. selling at five cents, and $57.07, at six
cents. In 1910, the clover pasture re- -'
turned $28.82, and $51,20 with hogs
at five and six cents.
In 1909, rape returned $27.50 and
$47.47 with hogs at five and six cents
respectively; In 1910, $37.51 and $68.64.
In 1910, sweet clover returned $42.07
and $74.50 with hogs at five and six
cents; in 1911, $23.46 and $39.50. Oats
pasture returned $15.33 and $32.53,
with hogs at five and six cents respectfield
ively. In 1909, oats, Canada
Good Winter House.
peas and rape returned $22.83 and
$43.86, with hogs at five anil six cents.
comfortable quarters that are not
In 1911, three different lota returned
subject to sudden change of fitful
with
each
and
$64.63
$53.45, $39.52
winter and early spring weather
1909,
hogs at five and six cents. In
must be provided. More people fail
were
blue
from
grass
returns
the
In the brooding than in the hatching,
five
cents,
at
with
hogs
$15.23 per acre,
and no doubt for the reason stated.
and $31.85 at six cents.
the brooding more attention and
Give
In all the trials corn was fed and
If
see
the result will not be better.
Land
bushel.
50
a
cents
charged at
rent was charged at six dollars per
) acre.
All costs of producing the crop LAWFUL WEIGHT OF APPLES
were figured in. Some meat meal was
fed. This was charged at two and Lawver, One of the Heaviest Varieties
Grown, Is About Only One to
one-hal- f
cents a pound. Alfalfa proved
Reach Fifty Pounds.
to be the most satisfactory. It furnished pasture the most constantly of
Some states have passed laws fix- the crops tried. Sweet clover was
in
e
tho leeal weleht of a bushel ot
but
grew
satisfactory the first year,
apples at 50 pounds, but not a great
too rank the second year.
The results of these experiments many varieties will reacn tms weigni.measshould mean a good deat to North The Inspector of weights and
ThA Reason is a little short
TtaWa
er, but this is in a measure offset with
lower land rents. It is necessary i
t..n in mtnri that some erain toneeds
the
to be fed the hogs In addition
is
auaiia,
the
When
pasture
forage.
corn is a good grain to use.
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FEEDING

Make a Mixture of Graina and Other
Concentrates and Give in Proportion to Dally Milk Yield.

it

3

FOR

la not riractical to spend the time

necessary under ordinary conditions to
figure out an extra ration ror eacn in
It is Dracticable. how
mixture of grains and
a
to
make
ever,
other concentrates and to feea eacn
fniu fmm this erain mixture in pro
portion to her daily milk yield, and
then to give her all the rougnage sne
win pat nn clean, and be reasonably
eure that she has had all the food she
needs to produce milk to the limit or
her ability under ordinary conaiuons,
The following rules of feeding are sug
.rputPrt hv tho Pennsylvania station:
1. Feed grain in proportion to milk
yield, that is, give her, for example,
a nf erain mixture a day for
S each three or four pounds of milk pro
duced In one day.
Ppprt all the rouehaee that the
cow will eat up clean, up to the point
where she gains too much weight.
3. Whenever she becomes too fat,
reduce the amount of roughage, leav.
Ing the amount of grain to be deter
mlnpri hv the milk yield.
When a cow leaves uneaten either
grain or roughage which is free from
.

Excellent Milk Type.
mold, dirt or foreign material, it
should be removed immediately, tne
nt clean and a much
amniipr nmmint elven until her appe
tlte returns, as evidenced by the
cleaning up of her manger.

GAa DYSPEPSIA
AIID

TVin't trv tn
ion
you have

'

THREE RULES

I

CHICKS

Warm, Comfortable Quarters Art Ea
ntlal for Sucettt With Young
Birds Brooding la Neglected.

IIIKSI1

Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
five
Time It!

gassy stomachs
minutes

in

Tou don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach is bad or an uncertain
one or a harmful one your stomach
Is too valuable; you mustn't Injure It.
Pane's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in giving relief; its harmless-ness- ;
its certain unfailing action In
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Its millions of cures In indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
trouble has made It famous the world
over.
Keen this perfect stomach doctor in
your home keep it handy get a large
case from any dealer and
fifty-cethen if anyone should eat something
which doesn't agree with them; ir
what they eat lays like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes head
ache, dizziness and nausea; eructa
tions of acid and undigested food
remember as soon as Pape's Diapepsin
comes in contact with the stomach all
such distress vanishes. Its promptness, certainty and ease in overcoming
the worst stomach disorders Is a reve
lation to those who try It Adr.
No Cure for Cancer Yet.
In his annual report Dr. E. F. Bash-foreeneral superintendent of re
search in the laboratories of the imperial cancer reasearch fund, told the
members of the society that during the
past year there had been 12 claims
to the discovery of a cure for cancer.
All of these had been investigated and
no Justification for any one of these
claims had been obtained. Dr. Bash-for- d
also said women were more liable
to cancer than men. In England and
Wales in 1910 the death rate from
cancer was 856 per 1,000,000 for men
and 1,070 for women.
As the London Times says editorially In commenting upon this report:
"The only reasonable expectation of
curing cancer still rests upon Its complete removal by the surgeon at the
earliest possible time after It Is discovered." Medical Record.

FACE FULL OF PIMPLES

Ruffln. N. C "My face became full
of pimples and blackheads, and
would itch, burn and smart The skin
was rough and red. I was really
ashamed of my face. My arms and
back were affected almost as badly.
The pimples would fester and there
would come a dry scab on top. The
trouble caused my face to be disfigured badly and the Itching would bother me so I could not sleep well nights,
especially during warm weather.
"The trouble lasted me three long
years without anything doing me any
Cuti-cur- a
good until a friend told me about
Soap and Ointment and then I
decided to try them. After the first
application I could see some improvement After using Cuticura Soap and
Ointment two weeks I did not look
Some Good Apples.
like the same person; most of the
pimples had disappeared. At the end
num
a
ures. Madison, Wis., weighed
of four weeks I was completely
ber of varieties and found that the cured." (Signed) Miss Mamie Mitchvarieties weighed as follows:
Jan. 9, 1913.
Pounds, ell,
Cuticura
Soap and Ointment sold
Snow
4h
world. Sample of each
the
throughout
Talman Sweet
t
tree.with 32-- Skin Book. Address postPippin
42
Wonlthv
Boston." Adv.
..40'4 card "Cuticura, Dept. L,
McMahin
47'
Jonathan
"And Again, My Brethren!"
Pound Sweet
W
A certain small girl,' wearily listenBen Davis
Vi
Hyslop Crab
ing to a long sermon by a minister
who had the odd habit of drawing in
va
The averaee weight for these
his breath with an odd whistle, whisrieties is a trifle over 42 pounds.
pered to her mother that she wanted
would
statement
it
ap
From this
The mother, expecting
home.
pear that about the only variety that to go
rewill weigh full 50 pounds will be the the discourse to end, momentarily,
third time this
The
fused
permission.
heaviest
the
one
of
is
which
Lawver,
happened the mother said, "I think he
apples grown.
will stop now in a minute." To this
child answered in a clear, high
the
STORE MANURE FOR GARDENS
"No, mother, he isn't going to
voice,
- 'i
three
I thought bo now for
Btop.
Fertilizer Should Be Kept In Large times, but he has gone and blowed
Box With Lid Screened That Flies
himself up again."
Cannot Possibly Enter.
of Economy
A common practice is to manure Calumet the Secret
In
fall
the
late
the garden every year
or before planting in the spring, no
The high cost ot llvlne nowadays, and
way prices are steadily climbing- skyfurther attention being given. This the
wards, Is making economy In the kitchen
best.
Is
not
the
even more Important than It was In the
practice, however,
old days of our thrifty ancestors.
The manure for the garden should good
But how to achieve economy? There's,
be kept in a large box with a lid or the rub!
In many lines, it depends almost enbo screened that flies cannot enter it.
on the housewife's knowledge of
Manure heaps are the natural breed- tirely
foods and on her watchfulness but forif
and
these
of
they
pests,
ing places
tunately, In one line, baking, economy
made almost automatic by the use
are allowed to remain near the house can be famous
Calumet Baking Powder.
of the
uncovered will prove a great nuisEconomy in baking, as every good cook
ance.
knowa, depends not so much on economy
buying the materials as on the success
A good plan Is to use a very close in
of her bakings. Failures mean waste-big- ger
wire screen nailed to a frame with
losses by far than the savings she
that CaluThe manure makes in buying. And the factallures
hinges for the top.
and
met
prevents
absolutely
should be spaded often on the top so makea every bAklng successful has made
seeks
cook
that
of
favorite
every
the
It
or
that the water from the clouds
economical. In other words. Caluto
the sprinkling pot may penetrate to metbeis the secret of economy In baking.
It Is the purest too attestedand byas hunevery part of it.
for
of leading physicians
If kept in a box a spout should be dreds
Its general quality, It la enough to say
the highest
placed In one corner at the bottom, that Calumet has received Food
Exposiat two World's Pure
so that the water may drain into a awardsone
In Chicago, 111., and the other
tions
sunken barrel.
In Paris, France, In March, 1912. Adv.
This will supply liquid manure,
which can be used at all seasons when
And the silence of a woman Is goldvegetables and flowers are growing. en because of its scarcity.
'

Windows for the Barn.
Tho horse stable should contain
windows on all sides for a good cir
culatlon of air, and the stable doors
should be arranged to be left open
on all hot nlehts and at all times
when the animals are feeding or rest- ine In their stalls. The horse is ai
Good and Bad Cows.
ways more or less heated after, a
weu
the commonest blunders the
of
One
cannot
rest
and
it
work,
day's
farmer makes is that of keeping what
until It has fully cooled off.
he considers to be good dairy cows,
when, if he would keep a close record
Pava ta Cull the 80W.
When the breeder culls out his sows of them, he would find that they are
that produce stock that never attains barely paying for their feed, to say
care.
good size; when he promptly sends to nothing of their
small
sow
with
thu
litters;,
block
the
Will Make Colt Thrifty.
when he gets out of hie herd the
Cooked roots, mixed with wheat
npfivlsh hoes and the hogs or low VI
oats or barley occatality, then he will hear less about the bran or ground
a
will
long way in making
go
crossbred
tho
sionally
relative advantage of
a better and more thrifty coll; .
Log.

SENTINEL

ALDERTA CltG? YIELDS
At MacLeod, Alia., weather conditions were excellent ell through the
season. Ninety per cent, of the wheat
up to Oct. 1st graded No. 1. the only
No. 2 being fall wheat. The yield
ranged from 20 to 40 bushels per acre,
with an average of 28. Oats yielded
well, and barley about 60 bushels.
Inverary Is a new district in Alberta. Hero wheat graded No. 2 and
soma of it went 50 bushels to the acre,
oats going about 75 bushels.
Lethbrtdge correspondent says: "la
the Monarch district the yield on summer fallow is averaging thirty-fiv- e
bushels, a large percentage No. 1
northern."
"All spring grains are yielding better than expected in the Milk river
district south. A 300 acre field of
Marquis wheat gave 41 Vs bushels.
"Experimental farm results on grain
sown on Irrigated land place 'Red Fife'
wheat in the banner position, with a
yield of 59.40 bushels per acre. Oats
yielded 132 bushels to the acre.
"John Turner ot Lethbridge grew
barley that went 60 bushels to the
acre.
"Red Fife averages In weight from
60 to 68 pounds, and at Rosthern the
Marquis wheat will run as high as 64
pounds to the bushel, while a sample
of Marauls wheat at Areola weighed
no less than 68 pounds to the bushel.
This variety is grading No. l nara.
Calgary. Alta, Oct 8. The problem of handling Alberta's big grain
crop Is becoming a serious one, and
there is a congestion at many points
In southern Alberta. One thousand
cars could be used Immediately. The
C. P. R. prepared for a normal year,
while the yield of grain was everywhere abnormal, with an Increased
acreage of about 23 per cent
Moose Jaw, Sask., returns show
some remarkable yields.
Bassano, Alta., Sept. 25, '13. Individual record crops grown In Alberta
Include 1,300 acre field of spring wheat
grown near Bassano which went thirty-five
bushels to the acre and weighed sixty-sipounds to the bushel.
Noble. Alto., Oct 1, 13. All records
for the largest shipment of grain by
one farmer will be broken this year
If the estimate of C. S. Noble of Noble,
Alberta, proves correct Mr. Noble
has notified the Canadian Pacific Railway here that he will have 350,000
bushels of grain, chiefly barley and
oats, ready for shipment very short
x

ly.
L. Anderson Smith, writing to
friend In the Old Country, located

a
at

Klllam, Alberta, Says:
"Anvone takine un land will find Al
berta an ideal province. The soil Is a
rich black loam, varying from 6 to iz
Inches in depth. The land here In
this district is not wholly open prairie
At Intervals, sometimes closely, some
times widely scattered, there are
amall nlots of DODlar and willows
These generally grow round some
small depression in the land, and tne
snow drifts here in the winter and
melts In the spring filling these
sloughs (province "slews") with soft
water. Nearly all these sloughs have
old buffalo tracks to them, for it was
from them that they always got their
water. The poplars are very useful
for building barns and
Wild grasses are plentiful, while tame
grasses, such as timothy, brome and
western rye grass do remarkably welL
Advertisement
First Chinese School Book.
There are also fragments of the Chi
vocabulary composed by a
eunlch of the palace In about the year
40. A. D." All the authentic texts of
this ancient school book, widely used
In the year 2 to teach Chinese chil
dren to read and write, had long since
disappeared. The paper manuscripts
are the oldest examples of such litera
ture in existence. M. Chavannes has
from
succeeded in reconstructing
these heterogeneous and more or less
fragmentary and disconnected mate
rials a fairly probable picture of the
dally life of the Chinese garrisons that
held these frontier posts against the
Huns and kept open the trade routes
to Farghana and Yarkand. The 1
man as well as scientific interest of
such a picture is manifest.
Chiu-Chan-

g

Crowing Children Need a Miia
Laxative to Foster Regular
Bowel Movement.
Aa a child crows older It requires
more and more personal attention
a
from the mother, and as ine iuac-tinnnt tha bowels are of tho utmost
Importance to health, great attention
should bo paid to them.
Diet Is of ereat Importance, ana
mother should watch tho effect of cer
tain foods. A food will constipate ono
and not another, and so wo have a
healthy food like eggs causing bilious
ness to thousands, and a wholesome
fruit like bananas constipating many.
It la also to be considered that tne
child Is growing, and great changes
are taking place in the young man or
young woman. The system has not yet
settled itself to its later routine.
A very valuable remedy at tnis
stage, and one which every growing
hn and eirl should be given often or
occasionally, according to the individ
ual circumstances, is Dr. caidweus
Syrup Pepsin. This Is a laxative and
tonio combined, so mild that it is
given to little babies, and yet equally
effective In the most robust constitution. At the first elm of a tendency
to constipation give a small dose of
Syrup Pepsin at night on retiring, ana
nmmnt action will follow In the morn
ing. It not only acts on the stomach
and bowels but Its tonio properties
build up and strengthen the system
generally, which is an opinion shared
by Mr. John Dey of Bloomneia, n. j.
He has a large family and at ages
where the growth and development

i

Errors of His Ways.
eood New Year resolution for
married man?" said
a middle-age- d
George Ade at a dinner In Chicago.Well, the best resolution a middleaged married man could make, accord
ing to my view, would be for him to
swear off telling his wife and children
about the girls he used to kiss in his
young days.
married
'I'd say to the middle-age- d
man of this type:
" 'Sunoose. friend, your wife fen into
a reminiscent, Jovial mood some evening after supper and started to tell
about the boys who used to kiss her
by the wood stove in the dim parlor,
wouldn't the dove of peace flap her
wings and light out p. d. q. Just?
'A

USED SAGE TEA
TO DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR

GRANDMA

She Made Up a Mixture of 8age Tea
and Sulphur to Bring eacn uoior,
Gloss, Thickness.
Almost everyone knows that Sage
Tea and SulDhur. properly compound
ed, brings back the natural color and
lustre to the hair when faded, streauea
nr irrav also ends dandruff. Itching
scalp and stops falling hair. Years
ago the only way to get tnis mixture
was to make it at home, which is
mussy and troublesome. Nowadays,
by asking at any store for "Wyetns
Rab and Sulphur Hair Remedy," you
will eet a large bottle of this famous
old recipe for about 50 cents.
Don't stay gray! Try it! No one
can nossibly tell that you darkened
your hair, as it does It so naturally
and evenly. You dampen a sponge or
soft brush with it and draw this
through your hair, taking one Bmall
strand at a time; by morning the gray
hair disappears, and after another
or two. your hair becomes
beautifully dark, thick and glossy. Adv.

MARIE DEY

must be watched. Little Marie ha
thrived especially well on Dr. CaloV
well's Syrup Pepsin. Mr. Dey considers it the right laxative for young and)
old and has found none better to
young children.
The use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin will teach you to avoid cathartics,
salts and pills, as they are too haralft
for the majority and their effect la
only temporary. Syrup Pepsin brings
permanent results, and It can be conveniently obtained of any nearby druggist at fifty cents and one dollar a bottle. Results are always guaranteed or
money will be refunded.
Families wishing to try a free samadple bottle can obtain It postpaid by
dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 203 Washington St, Monticello, III A postal
card with your name and address oa
it will do.
He Came Up.
Bin Where did he learn to dive?
e
diver.
Jill Oh, he's a
Didn't you notice he Just came op
from the bottom?
self-mad-

Defined.

Has he got a marrying

Payton
come?

In-

Parker Yes, one that necessitates)
wedding a rich girl Immediately.
Undoubtedly a Tip.
"Was It a genuine tip Rawson gar
you on the stock market?"
"I guess it was; it made me lose)
my balance."

Rheumatism IsTorture
Many pains that pass as rheumatism
are due to weak kidneys to the failure
of the kidneys to drive off uric acid
thoroughly.
When you suffer achy, bad joints, backache too, dizziness and some urinary
disturbances, get Doan's Kidney Pills,
the remedy that is recommended by over
150,000 people in many different lands.
Doan's Kidney Pills belp weak kidneys to drive out the uric acid which
is the cause of backache, rheumatism
and lumbago.

w

Here's proof.
Kfttnr
""v
owr.

-

A SOOTHDAEOTA
W. R. Smart,
a
Belle Fourche,
D., uji: "Rheumatism caused me
.

terrible suffering-I bad to give up
work. I had to t
lifted around and
was perfectly helpless. Doan's Kidney Ptlls acted like
Biagle In driving
away the rheumatism.

It

soon left

ma entirely and I
haven't had an attack since."
Cat Dean's at Any Store. 80e a Bos

DOAN'S

ViDJ!V

CO, BUFFALO. N.T.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

Didn't Suit Small Boy.
After spending a few weeks last
year at a watering place, where he
Nine times in ten when the liver h
took bis dally swim In the open air
right the stomach and bowels are right,
pool of warm sulphur water, a little
fellow was this year at the seaside. CARTER'S LITTLE
In his tiny bathing suit he gazed out LIVER PILLS
cent v but firm v I
over the vast ocean in silence.
.CARTERS!
Then he protested:
"I'm not goin in. Dat ain't water
Cures Con- -,
for boys; dat's for boats."
stipation, In

tfLV"
digestion,
Sick

One of Many.

Briggs Rogers claims to be an ag- and Distress After Eating.
nostic, doesn't be?
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
Griggs Only as to religion; as to
Genuine must bear Signature
alL
everything else he knows it

Terrible Dilemma.
Our friend Tom married recently
savs a contributor to the Boston Tran
Being able to not sing is often a
scrint. His bride, being from the Pa
to the company present
clflc coast, where thunderstorms are great relief
rare and moderate, became ternnea
r
when a genuine eastern
In
she
and
Bafety
broke loose,
sought
a closet.
Presently came a scream from her
plane of refuse.
"What's the matter?" Inquired her
husband.
"O Tom," she answered, half crying, half laughing, "I'm afraid to come
out because of the lightning, and I m
afraid to stay in here because there's
a mouse."

Whenever Tou Need a General Tonio

Take Grove's

The Old Standard

New Pipe Cleaner.
For cleaning pipes used for con
vevlng liquids there has been Invented
a machine that forces crushed quartz
through them, much as bottles are
washed.

The Whitewashes
Crawford What are the duties of a
coroner?
Crabshaw When there's an acciher
dent
he must always find a reason to
loses
woman
married
a
When
was to blame.
temper her husband Is apt to catch it. show that nobody
we I. solution. Avoid
Liquid bine u
Buy Bed Croat Ball Bins, tit blue that's
all blue. Adv.
H.

Good Bowels Are
An Aid to Growth

.

Grove'c TactcloGO
chill Tonic

Is Equally Valuable at a General Strtngtluiilog Tonic, BectKi H Acts
Liter, Drives Out Malaria. Earicbet tta Blood and Biilds Up tti Wkola

u Ca
Spia.

Ton know what yon are taking when you take Grove's Tasteless chill Tonic, asj
the formula is printed on. every label, showing that It contains tha
tonic properties of QUININE and IBON. It has no eqnal for Malaria, Chills and
Fever, Weakness, General Debility and Loss of Appetite. Gives Ufa and vigor ta
Nnrsing Mothers and Pale, 8ickly Children. A True Tonic and Bare AppsUssc.
For grown people and children. Guaranteed by jon Dngglik Wttnsaatt. KU
weU-kno-
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of the World's
ACREATCenllnua Story
may begin reading

at any time, and which will hold your
interest forever. You are living in the best

year, of the most wonderful age, of what la
doubtless Che grentest world in the universe.
A resident of Mars would gladly pay
1 AAA FOR ONE YEAR'S
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SUBSCRIPTION
to this migwnejrt order to keep informed of
our progress in Engineering and Mechanics.
Are you reading it? Two millions of your
neighbors are, and it Is the favorite maga.
tine in thousands of the best American
homes. It appeals to alt classes old ana
young men and women.
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"I have used it
Milwaukee, Wis.
for
my children and
for years both
fails to releive
never
and
it
mjself
and cure a cough or cold. No family
a;lth f liilliren sbollld ho without it
as it. irtven almost immediate rel.-iChamberlain's
Incases of croup."
CouRh Remedy Is pleasant and safe
to take, which Is of great Importance
when medicine must be given to
children. For sale by all dealers.
f
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(riven that, Law- tiimer-.iciice
ai.siii:, 01 m-- .ion, 11.
His Stomach Trouw.es Oveu.
M , win),- on Novemli r 3, P.M.':, made
Mr. Dyspeptic, would von not like
Orig. Homestead entry No. 02743 for
'Wi of Section 0, Twti tfX. and add'l to feel that your stomach troubles
could eat any
Entry No. oKUO made Aii ; I!, I913 were ever, that you
desired
without in- food
of
kind
4
you
31
a
Sec.
3
Lot
and
EJS'Vi
for
so
mav
seeui
m
V
unlikely to
iurv' That
Township 10 N,
even
not
do
lor an
hope
ion
n
that
b
tent
you
of
liied
you
Merdian, hns

ending of your trouble, but permit
us to ssu re you that it is not alto
gether impossible, If others can lie,
cured permanently and thousands
have been, why not you? John P.
1914
barker, of Battle Creek, Mich,, is one
February,
of
them. He Bays "I was troubled
Claimant 'names as witnesses:
K.
E.
with
heartburn, indigestion and
Mack
Taylor,
J.W.Austin,
Hrown
Pakcr, Tom Moore er complaint until I used Cbanilier-al- l
Iain's Tablets, then my trouble was
of San Jon, X. M.
Adv,
over. For sale by all dealers.
K. A. PiusxTica. Register

make Oritf. Mve Year. Add'l
Tine; Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above, descried, before
Charles C. Heed. U. S. Commissioner
t San Ion, X. M en the 12th day of
to

All
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MACHINf
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R. A. Prentice,

in siiv n f w woiHs
n praise of Chamberlain's
Cough January :. Fdb
Lida
Mrs.
Dewey Xot.ce, is hereby
writes
Hemedy"
'

Keaister

K. A. l'm.NTicE,

Frocf

Pkkvti

1

Mc-Ad- a,

ro
lcps,M.liiei.i, oi 1,0 JUi.enoi.
I.iuul o rce at Tucumcari. n. M..
t

3, '.!H4.

Notice is hereby tfivi n that Charley
. Atktns, of San J 11, X. M. who, on
March 4, 1912, made Homestead bn-trNo. 0br09!, for Southwest Quar
ter of Section 2'!, Two. UN, Ibmije
M.
34 K, N.
Principal Meridian
l, no flirl nntlf.n
..,.. V v.ril'...iiiti'iil ifni t n n :i o
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
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missioner at San Jon, s. M. on the!
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Peckwit.h. J. A. Atkins, ail oi's:ui:
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make l'inal Original Fiv
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No goods charged at sale prices and no
m!um& given with goods bought during sale.

Notice is hereby civ n iluifc WillPreaching on the third Sunday iam L, Yiiiis.ci.el. of I'l.iiiie YieW,
of eacb month, both morning and N. M., wlio on Muruli ll, l'.)u7, made
(Jrij,'. lIoiiH'hLe;ul Kin iy No. iG)02 for
evening.
NEl-- 4
d:3179 made
and Add'l N
Sunday School everr Sundav April 18, lul;) lor SiOl-4- , Section 32,
morning at Ten Oclock.
Township UN., Kanue 31 14. N. M. P.
Z. T. Mi Danie l, Supt Meridian lias tiled aotio oi intention to make Tli hid v a; on Addili jii- YVidnes-daPrayer meeting each
al, Five Yiar o.i Uru'i.:al, 1'ioof, to
night under the direction of establish fl iim to the lard above!
the Pastor.
Every member of the described, bef-- p: .1 V. Ti ie!;ev. U H.
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Claim. ml namiis as witnesses.
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BIG REDUCTION
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Best equipped studio in this part
Kodak finishof the Southwest.
Mail us your
ing a speciality.
Eastern
service.
films.
Prompt
prices.
New Mexico.
Tucumcari,

The W. O. W, meets each sec
ond and fourth Saturday. Visitng
sets
When a man deliberately
soverigns welcomed.
J. A. Atkins, C. C.
nothfor
about to get something
C. L. Oweii, Clerk.
ing, to get something and gives
nothing for it, even though he
comes within the laws of the land, FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
that man is a thief- - He may have
New Mexico.
the endorsement of a few of his San Jon,
Rev. B. Q. Massgee Pastor.
associates but when the public
brand
learn the facts they usually
Preaching every fourth Sunday
him the same as though he had at n oclock a. M.
M.
been convicted by a court. His
Prayer service, 8 oclock P.
brand is usually worse than com- All Christians especially invited
mon sneak thief because in ad- to this
prayer service for the good
dition to thievery he adds the
of the community.
crime of being a liar.
Service at a oclock (slow time)
You will always be able to steer on
Saturday before the fourth
clear of such a man for the simSunday. Everybody invited.
ple reason that every other man Sunday School each Sabbath At
you meet will be able to tell of 10 oclock A. M.
his actions and bis credit will be
J. D. Griffiths, Supt.
His few
gone at the stores.
Sec.
A. R.
keep him up a short time
and then they must move on and
T & M TIME TABLE
impose themselves npon another
community.
Daily.
No. 41, PassenRer Wtst 7:05c v
No. 42, Passenger East 5:15 a.m
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U. S. ComtnissioSer.

Register R. A. Prentice.
Keceiver N. V. Gallegos.

il il
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Wc need the money and offer the public an opportunity
to profit at our expense.
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Prices will be cut and slashed as never before

New Mex.

JESSE T, WHITE

Commissioners
First District W. B. Rector.
Second District Fred Walther.
Third District T. C. Collins.
R. C. Mundell,
L. C. Martin,

east of the

Office, first stairway

Vorenberg Hotel.
Tucumcaki,

Probate Clerk D. J. Finnegan.
Treasttrer Lee G. Pearson.
Probate Judge . D. Cutlip.
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Our ANNUAL MIDWINTER CLEARANCE SALE
TWO WEEKS
continues
and
7th,
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Begins
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NEW MEXICO
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J.T.White, editor and
Foreman
A. F. Whitk
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A GREAT EVENT!
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